An experimental setup was designed to perform nucleate boiling experiments in upward saturated flow conditions, in order to investigate the influence of vertically aligned vapor bubble nucleation sites on one another. Experiments were performed by activating two bubble generators, of which the inter-site distance can be varied by steps of 2 mm. Depending on mass flow rate, flow direction and heat fluxes to both bubble generators, nucleation sites have been shown to interact at any nucleation site distance. The results have shown two major trends. The first trend is caused by additional convection (not by bubbles) from the upstream bubble generator, BG2, to the downstream bubble generator, BG1, increasing its nucleation frequency and bubble detachment diameter. The influence of additional convection on bubble frequency and diameter diminishes with increasing inter-site distance, S, and initial bubble nucleation frequency at BG1. The influence of added convective heat is enhanced by increasing the liquid bulk flow rate. The second trend is seen when BG2 initiates its own bubble nucleation. Vapor bubbles that nucleate at BG2 and pass by BG1 in close proximity have an inhibitive effect on bubble nucleation at BG1. The effect of this inhibitive trend diminishes with increasing nucleation frequency at BG1. Because of the significance of the effect of hydrodynamic interaction on the number of active nucleation sites and bubble size at detachment, mechanistic modeling of nucleate flow boiling is expected to benefit from the quantifications presented in this study.
Introduction
Nucleate boiling is a very efficient mode of heat transfer, yet many aspects of nucleate boiling are not well understood even today. Understanding of basic physical phenomena involved in nucleate boiling is essential to come to mechanistic models of nucleate boiling which yield realistic predictions. Note that even though such models were actively pursued [1, 2, 3, 4 ]the predictive capacity is still poor, as shown by Kroes et al. [5] and Moghaddam & Kiger [6] . Interactions between vapor bubble nucleation sites form an important part of nucleate boiling heat transfer. In the past, many researchers studied nucleation site interactions in pool boiling, which provided better insight in the phenomenon. Unfortunately, nucleation site interactions in forced convection, which is the main topic of this study, have never been studied before.
One of the earliest researches to nucleation site interactions in pool boiling was reported by Zuber [7] . He described interactions in boiling from a flat plate with natural nucleation sites. He concluded that, with relatively low to moderate nucleation site density, the mean bubble departure size is more or less constant at all sites. He defined this as the isolated bubble region. With increasing nucleation site density, the bubble departure size starts decreasing after reaching a certain limit value in active nucleation sites per square meter; this region he named the interference region. Nucleation site interactions were thought to be the cause of this decrease in bubble size.
Zuber studied boiling on a flat plate with many natural nucleation sites. However, Chekanov [8] was one of the first to report a study of interactions between individual nucleation sites in pool boiling. Using a thin metal foil and two pointed heaters, he was able to vary the distance between active nucleation sites in water. He did not visualize individual bubbles by camera but used sound recordings to register bubble nucleation events. His results appear to disagree with later findings by others, as discussed below. The heat flux in Chekanov's went as high as the critical heat flux.
Calka and Judd [9] reproduced the experiment of Chekanov in dichloromethane. The ratio between inter-site distance, S, and mean bubble diameter, D b , was used as the main parameter to define regions of influence. Surprisingly, their conclusions did not agree with the conclusions of Chekanov. Calka and Judd found that for S= D b > 3 no interactions occurred, for 1 < S= D b < 3 bubble nucleation is inhibited and for S= D b < 1 there is promotion. Calka and Judd claimed that nucleation sites promote each other by a seeding mechanism, only occurring when S= D b < 1; when a vapor bubble grows over an inactive nucleation site, this site can be activated by leaving behind vapor and, thereby, initiating nucleation. Curiously enough, no explanation was given for the hypothesis that the region where 1 < S= D b < 3 is of an inhibiting nature. Kenning and Del Valle [10] hypothesized on areas of influence for nucleation sites as well. In their surface quenching model they estimated the degree of overlap defined by three parameters and incorporated short range nucleation site interactions. Their experimental data seemed to indicate inhibition of bubble nucleation on neighboring sites within the S= D b < 1 range, a conclusion agreeing with Chekanov.
Bonjour et al. [11] more specifically studied the phenomenon of coalescence of two vapor bubbles growing on two neighboring artificial sites in pool boiling. At low heat fluxes, nucleation sites would not generate bubbles simultaneously but alternately, likely caused by heat conduction in the substrate. At higher heat fluxes, bubbles would grow independently and often coalesce. By varying the heat flux and inter-site distance, the remarkable conclusion was drawn that the highest heat transfer rate was observed when the inter-site distance was sufficiently large to avoid coalescence. An ideal site spacing of roughly 0:5 < S= D b < 1:5 was found, but Bonjour suggested that the ideal spacing should also be dependent on the Jakob number, Ja, which is expectable because bubbles are known to increase in size with increasing Jakob number. This conclusion would indicate that heat transfer is decreased by bubble coalescence.
Zhang & Shoji [12] analyzed the interaction of nucleation sites in pool boiling and described three main factors of influence: (1) Hydrodynamic interactions between vapor and liquid, (2) bubble coalescence and (3) thermal conduction in the surface material. The main conclusions from their analysis are that thermal interactions inhibit bubble nucleation and both hydrodynamic interaction and coalescence are promotive. Furthermore, it was concluded that coalescence was only observed when S= D b < 1:5 and thermal interactions via the wall occurred for S= D b < 2. When S= D b > 3 there were no nucleation site interactions. These results roughly agreed to Calka and Judd [9] , described above.
Many more studies followed in recent years. Bubble coalescence was studied by Mukherjee and Dhir [13] , Siedel et al. [14] and Golobic et al. [15] . Luke [16] researched the influence of surface roughness of steel and copper tubes on the number of active nucleation sites. Lastly, Nimkar et al. [17] performed tests on grids of artificial cavities with varying spacing. He came to an optimal nucleation site spacing of 1:5 < S= D b < 2. This range is higher than Bonjour [11] concluded, but that research was performed on a vertical surface and limited to only 2 or 3 neighboring nucleation sites.
Obviously, over the past 60 years much research has been done to nucleation site interactions. It has proven to be quite a challenge to provide reliable data with an accurate quantitative analysis. Even defining factors of influence and their importance are still up for debate. What stands out, is that all research on this subject has been performed in pool boiling. However, most cooling applications rely on forced convective heat transfer. To increase knowledge and insight in the phenomena involved in nucleation site interactions, it is therefore important to extend research to forced convective boiling. Hopefully, this will also provide a better understanding of the hydrodynamic interactions involved in pool boiling.
The experiments reported in this work were designed to assess the interactions between individual nucleation sites in upward saturated flow conditions. First, an overview of the experimental equipment and methods is given. Next, the main results of the experiments are described. Last, the results are analyzed and discussed, followed by the main conclusions.
Experimental methods and procedures

Test setup
In order to perform measurements in saturated flow conditions, a closed-loop experimental setup was designed. The setup allows for accurate control of flow, temperature and pressure of the bulk fluid, which is demineralized water. Furthermore, the setup is constructed in a way that allows for optimal deaeration of the liquid, prior to initiation of experiments. Because the working fluid is demineralized water, the setup has been constructed using stainless steel 316L to avoid corrosion. Flexible connections between up-and downflow channels and the pump have been applied to avoid stresses in the main flow channel caused by thermal expansion.
A schematic of the test setup and its components can be seen in Fig. 1 . During the description of the test setup below, references to the components in the schematic will be given by use of ''(#)''.
Flow
The pump (2) is a frequency controlled Grundfos CRNE 5-2 vertical centrifugal pump and is capable of delivering a maximum flow rate ðQ max Þ of 3.24 m 3 /hr, which corresponds to a mean bulk velocity ðv bulk Þ in the test section (4) of 1 m/s. The pump is positioned 4 meter below the test section, which increases the local pressure by 0.4 bar and prevents the pump from cavitating. The flow meter (3) is positioned upstream of the test section and measures the flow using ultrasonic waves (Krohne UFM 3030). This type of measurement does not disturb the flow and causes an insignificant pressure drop, both of which are important advantages. The flow meter has an expected measurement error of 0.5% of the measured value.
The upflow channel and test section have a cross section of 30 Â 30 mm 2 . To ensure fully developed flow conditions in the test section, the free flow length in front of the test section is 40 hydraulic diameters long and preceded by a tube bundle flow straightener. Furthermore, the flow meter, which is positioned before the flow straightener, has a contraction which is also known to be advantageous for flow development. Fig. 1 . Schematic of the test setup.
Temperature
Accurate temperature control is vital for boiling experiments. In order to minimize heat losses, the complete setup has been insulated using 6 mm thick Armaflex Ò . During the main experiments, this insulation was found to be sufficient since the difference in temperature between heater and test section (4 meters in length) was 0.2 K at maximum. The fluid is heated up by an immersion heater (2) of 17 kW. In order to maintain a steady fluid temperature with 0.1 K accuracy, a Pt100 is positioned right above the test section and connected to a Eurotherm Ò 2408 PID controller which regulates the heater. The temperature measurement has been calibrated in a controlled environment to the value of a certified Pt100, yielding an accuracy of $0.1 K. A plate heat exchanger (6) with a maximum capacity of 30 kW can be utilized to cool down the liquid when desired.
The orientation and placement of the heater are chosen such that any hot liquid and bubbles, as a result of degassing, will rise straight up past the test section and into the deaeration vessel (5), which separates air bubbles from water by buoyancy. Any remaining microbubbles are captured by a Spirovent Ò deaerator. The setup is deaerated by circulating the water at a temperature of 101 C at ambient pressure for several hours.
Pressure
The system pressure is monitored by a pressure transducer (P) which has an accuracy of 0.01 bar. To stabilize the pressure, an expansion vessel (7) with pressure control on the air-side of the vessel is employed.
Test section
The test section used during the experiments has been custom made to meet all requirements. First and foremost, the test section has to contain nucleation sites for vapor bubbles to grow at specific spots onto which cameras can be directed. Special requirement of these nucleation sites is that the temperature of the wall can be measured. Second, clear undistorted views of the vapor bubbles and flow are of great importance to the accuracy of measurements. Third, any materials used in this design have to be able to withstand the system temperature range and chemically resist the working fluid. These requirements led to the design presented below.
Vapor bubble generation
Due to the requirement of temperature measurement or temperature control of the bubble nucleation area, choice was made for 1 Â 1 mm 2 titanium thin film resistors with a thickness of 200 nm as bubble nucleation sites, with a typical resistance of 10 X. The resistance of these thin films is sensitive for temperature fluctuations, with an average positive temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) of 0.001 K À1 . This TCR value is lower than the bulk TCR known from literature (0.0038 K À1 [18] ). The reason for the lower TCR is its dependence on film thickness, see for example Belser & Hicklin [19] , who reported a decrease in temperature coefficient for various thin metal films of similar thicknesses by up to 0.02 times the bulk TCR. When the resistance changes, any current and voltage flowing through the resistor will also change. By keeping the current through this resistor constant and measuring the voltage drop, its resistance and, therefore, temperature can be determined.
The thermal response time of the titanium layer and the glass substrate underneath follows from the analytical solution of the heat equation for a semi-infinite solid with a boundary condition of the third kind, given by Luikov [20 
in which a s is the thermal diffusivity of the wall material, k s the thermal conductivity of the wall material, h c is the average heat transfer coefficient over the length of the thin film resistor, and hðx; tÞ is defined as ðTðx; tÞ À T 0 Þ=ðT bulk À T 0 Þ, with T 0 the initial wall temperature and T bulk the bulk liquid temperature. Length x is the depth into the wall material, with x ¼ 0 defined as the liquid-solid interface. In the following simplifying estimation of the thermal response time of the titanium layer, s TF , the wall material is assumed to be all glass. This will yield an overestimation of s TF .
The only unknown in Eq. (1) obtained. If anything, this value is an overestimation since it was calculated using the thermal properties of the glass substrate, while the material of the thin film resistor is titanium, which has a much higher thermal diffusivity. The above overestimation outweighs any uncertainty in the material properties, which have therefore not been accounted for.
Owing to the small thermal response time, the instantaneous mean thin film temperature, T TF can be accurately determined by measuring its resistance.
Bubble generator test section
The test section consists of a glass channel with a square cross section of 30 Â 30 mm 2 . On one wall of the channel, a grid of thin film resistors has been placed by chemical vapor deposition. By the same process, golden leads with a thickness of 500 nm have been deposited, which act as electric conductors. It should be noted here that the temperature dependence of the golden leads has been measured independently, in another setup, and was found to be negligible. The low resistance of the golden leads as compared to that of the titanium resistors explains this finding. A picture of the test section can be seen in Fig. 2 , along with the main bubble generator grid and a close-up view of this grid. The vertical spacing between each of the top seven bubble generators is 1 mm. They are positioned in the horizontal center of the wall. The bottom three generators are placed horizontally, also with a spacing of 1 mm. Measurements have shown that these bottom three bubble generators have no influence on each other in terms of bubble nucleation frequency or bubble detachment diameter. The only conclusion that can be drawn with respect to the horizontal influence of nucleation sites in upward flow boiling is that there are no nucleation site interactions when the S=D b ratio is 1.33 or larger. Therefore, the remainder of this study will be about the top seven (vertically aligned) bubble generators.
An important note to make here, is that all bubble generators are connected to a common exit lead. In the next section, this exit lead will be shown to play a significant role in the determination of the bubble generator resistances.
Data acquisition and control system
Power is fed to the bubble generators by constant current (CC) power sources. The voltage drop over the bubble generators is measured at a sampling frequency of 10 kHz. Application of Ohm's law (V ¼ IR) then yields the resistance of the bubble generator. The complete electric scheme can be seen in Fig. 3 . The voltages, V, in this scheme are measured with respect to a common ground. Resistances R S1 and R S2 are shunt resistances with a known value, used to determine the current, I, through the bubble generators R BG1 and R BG2 .
The common exit resistance, R exit , has a significant influence on the results. Only when this resistance of the exit lead is known exactly, there is no influence of this resistance on the calculation of R BG1 and R BG2 . Calculation of the resistances on BG1 and BG2 is done by
in which V 1 ; V S1 and V S2 are measured, and R S1 and R S2 are known. Both bubble generator resistances can be determined by varying I 2 and keeping I 1 constant. The accuracy of the determination of the resistances R exit , R BG1 and R BG2 was assessed by replacing these resistances by known resistances with similar values. For the case of a single active bubble generator, where I 1 was varied and I 2 ¼ 0, it was found that the error in R BG1 þ R exit is a function of I 1 and is around 0.01 X for I 1 P 0:1 A. In the experiments presented in this paper, the current through BG1 was at least 0.2 A. For this reason, the expected error in its resistance is a maximum of 0.01 X. When both current sources are active, the accuracy of the value of R exit plays a significant role in the determination of R BG1 and R BG2 , as can be deducted from Eqs. (3) and (4) . By varying I 2 at a constant current I 1 ¼ 0:1 A, it was found that R exit can also be determined up to 0.01 X accuracy. However, the sign of the error is important. An over-or underestimation of R exit by 0.01 X will result in either a linearly increasing or decreasing error in the bubble generator resistances as function of current I 2 . This error has a maximum of 0.02 X at I 2 ¼ 0:25 A, which is the maximum current used during the experiments. The conclusion of this error analysis, is that the resistance of a single active bubble generator can be determined with a precision of 0.01 X. When two bubble generators are active, there is an additional error which can cause an increasing or decreasing linear trend in the resulting resistance of both bubble generators, with a maximum of 0.02 X. The implications for temperature determination of the bubble generators are obvious. A precision of 0.01 X corresponds roughly to a precision of 1 K, which is also the precision of a single active bubble generator. When two bubble generators are active, the upward or downward trend corresponds to a maximum precision of AE2 K. In the reported experiments below (Section 3), the variation in resistance of BG1 was within 0.02 X.
Owing to the above analysis, the only conclusion that may be drawn from the electric measurements of the wall temperature, T wall , when two bubble generators are heated is that temporal variations in temperature of BG1 are within AE2 K during all experiments.
The acquisition of the electrical data is synchronized with an optical acquisition system consisting of a camera and two light sources, as shown in Fig. 4 . The camera (Photron SA3, 5000 FPS) records the nucleating bubbles from the top. A 50 W LED (Bridgelux Ò ) is placed directly opposite to the camera but direct shadowgraphy is impossible due to the titanium and golden layers blocking the light from the back. Therefore, a Dedocool, placed above the camera, is used for extra lighting from the top.
The geometrical calibration of the top view camera images is done with the observed grid of bubble generators (see Fig. 2 ), which allows for an accurate pixel to millimeter conversion. From this calibration, a pixel to millimeter conversion is typically found to be 22 AE 0:05 lm=px. This calibration is performed before each measurement.
Bubble frequency
The bubble frequency is one of the main parameters reported in the results section. The frequency is determined by analysis of the voltage drop across the bubble generator. When a bubble nucleates on a bubble generator, it draws heat from the titanium thin film and the glass underneath. This cools down the resistor and, as described in Section 2.2, lowers its resistance. Since the current Fig. 3 . Electrical scheme as applied during the experiments, allowing determination of the instantaneous resistances and powers when operating two bubble generators simultaneously. is kept constant and the resistance decreases, the voltage must also decrease as prescribed by Ohm's law ðV ¼ IRÞ. An example measurement is presented in Fig. 5 . The data, in gray, is smoothed using a 100-point moving average, resulting in the black line. In Fig. 5 , a total of 15 bubbles nucleated in 1 s, each of which caused a voltage drop of around 4-5 mV. In the analysis, the derivative of the signal is taken and, in combination with a suitable threshold value, the bubble frequency is extracted from these data. In the experiments reported below, the bubble frequency was determined over a time span of 30 s per measurement point. In the results section, the accuracy in the frequency is given by the standard error of the mean. The frequency is the reciprocal of the average waiting time, s w , for which the standard error of the mean for a finite set of N samples is given by
It was found that the actually activated natural nucleation site on BG1 varied between experiments. The above analysis of bubble frequency was applied to the experiments reported for the lowest flow velocity, v bulk ¼ 0:45 m=s, in which BG1 produced relatively large ($ 2 mm) bubbles causing a significant voltage drop. However, a different nucleation site was active on BG1 in the measurements at the higher flow velocity 0.85 m/s, as described in more detail in the results Section 3. This nucleation site produced smaller bubbles and, therefore, caused less significant voltage drops, making accurate nucleation frequency determination difficult. Therefore, the nucleation frequencies for these measurements have been determined from 10 s camera recordings.
Bubble detachment diameter
The second parameter reported in the results section is the bubble detachment diameter, D b . This diameter is determined at detachment by taking the average of two lengths in camera images, shown in Fig. 6 .
The accuracy of lengths a and b is 1 pixel, which corresponds to 0.022 mm, or ca. 1-2% of length a or b. The diameter determined from a and b is different from a volume equivalent diameter since the bubble height normal to the wall is not taken into account. The sole purpose of the diameter chosen is to have a length scale with which to discriminate between bubbles generated under various conditions.
Measurement strategy
During all experiments, the bulk liquid temperature, T bulk , was around 101:0 AE 0:1 C and the local bulk pressure, p bulk , at the height of bubble generator grid was 1.05 bar. These values meet near saturation conditions. The main objective of the experiments is to study the influence of one bubble generator on another one. Therefore, two bubble generators are heated at the same time. As mentioned in Section 2.2, only the top seven bubble generators (see Fig. 2 ) are discussed in the results section. For all experiments presented in the results section, the power to the top bubble generator (i.e. the generator positioned highest, from here on referred to as ''BG1'') is kept constant. The second bubble generator, positioned upstream from BG1, is labeled ''BG2''. The power fed to BG2 is varied during the experiments, and is incrementally increased from 0 W to the point where the bubble frequency at this bubble generator is roughly 100 Hz. This limit was chosen because of the fragile nature of the thin films; when the layer does not get sufficient cooling, it can locally overheat and break. The second variable in the experiments is the inter-site distance, S, which is defined as the distance between the centers of the bubble generators. It should be stressed that bubbles do not necessarily nucleate from the exact center of the bubble generator. The value of the inter-site distance is varied from 2 to 10 mm. Lastly, the bulk flow velocity, v bulk , is varied in order to study the influence of this parameter on inter-site heat transport. The investigated flow velocities are 0.45 and 0.85 m/s, which correspond to a Reynolds number, Re, in the channel of respectively 46,000 and 87,000.
Results
A typical result for the response of the bubble nucleation frequency, f nuc , for an inter-site distance, S, of 2 mm is shown in 7 . The horizontal axes shows the power on the upstream bubble generator, BG2. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the power on the downstream bubble generator, BG1, is kept constant during the experiments, as well as the bulk liquid temperature and pressure. The mean wall temperature, T wall , of BG1 before activation of BG2 was 112 AE 1 C. The Jakob number is defined as Ja ¼
in which c p;l is the specific heat capacity of the liquid, q l the liquid density, q v the vapor density, T sat the liquid saturation temperature and h fg the latent heat of evaporation. A wall temperature of 112 AE 1 C then gives a Jakob number of 34:6 AE 2:9. As the power to BG2 increases, so does the bubble nucleation frequency at BG1. When the power to BG2 is large enough to initiate bubble nucleation at BG2 itself, f nuc at BG1 starts decreasing as the frequency of BG2 increases.
Influence of inter-site distance
The same experiments have been performed for increasing inter-site distance, the result of which can be seen in Fig. 8 . The starting frequency for each distance was 12-14 Hz for these experiments. The error bars in the figure represent the standard error of the mean, see Eq. (5). For comprehensibility, the error bars are only shown for an inter-site distance of 6 mm. The value of the standard error of the mean is approximately 0.5 Hz for all experiments. One important thing to stress here, is that BG1 in this analysis is always the same bubble generator, but BG2 is chosen further away with each step in S, i.e. physically different according to Fig. 2 . Every bubble generator initiates bubble nucleation at a different power and also the bubble diameter at detachment varies from 1.2 to 2.0 mm for various bubble generators. The moment bubble nucleation initiation from BG2, f BG2 > 1, is shown by a filled marker.
The starting frequency at P BG2 ¼ 0 W is seen to vary between the different inter-site distance measurements. The total set of measurements in Fig. 8 took 3-4 h to complete. During this time, the system parameters (flow velocity, bulk pressure, and bulk temperature) are constant over time. The highest starting frequency is at an inter-site distance of 2 mm (with which the measurements started) and the lowest starting frequency is found at S ¼ 10 mm (with which the measurements ended). In other words, these experiments have been performed in order, from 2 to 10 mm distance. The resulting spread in bubble release frequency can be caused by two mechanisms. First, the active nucleation site on the bubble generator surface can be gradually depleted over time. Second, the bubble generator surface topology is changing over time. Small changes in the activation conditions of a natural site suffice to explain this spread in starting frequency.
For an inter-site distance of up to 8 mm, the bubble frequency of BG1 significantly increases while BG2 is not creating its own bubbles. The largest effect is seen for distances of 2 and 4 mm. A decrease in bubble frequency at BG1 can be seen for all inter-site distances after BG2 starts its own nucleation (filled marker).
A second observed effect is an increase in bubble detachment diameter, D b , at downstream bubble generator BG1 with increasing power to BG2. Fig. 9 depicts a typical increase in D b as seen from a side-view recording during the experiments. Fig. 10 shows an increase in bubble detachment diameter for each inter-site distance, note that the line for S ¼ 2 mm has been raised by 0.1 mm for clarity. The error bars again represent the standard error of the mean. The relative increase of the bubble diameter, ðD b;max À D b;0 Þ=D b;0 is shown in Table 1 for all inter-site distances. Diameter D b;max is defined as the maximum bubble diameter at a certain P BG2;nuc around which BG2 starts creating its own bubbles and D b;0 is the bubble diameter as observed without influence of BG2. The bubble diameter for S ¼ 2 mm increases by around 19%, until BG2 initiates nucleation. The detachment diameter was not quantified for vapor bubbles that are hydrodynamically and obviously affected in their growth, size and detachment by the proximity of bubbles originating from BG2. Because of this, D b is not shown for higher values of P BG2 . The increase in bubble detachment size shows similarities to the increase in bubble frequency; compare Figs. 8 and 10. The most significant influence is seen in short inter-site distances of 2, 4 and 6 mm. For the larger distances of 8 and 10 mm, the bubble detachment diameter increase is relatively small.
Influence of initial nucleation frequency
Additional experiments were performed at a higher initial nucleation frequency at BG1, shown in Fig. 11 . Before activation of BG2, the wall temperature of BG1 was 113 AE 1 C. The Jakob number in this experiment is 37:5 AE 2:9, which is 8% higher than for the experiments at lower initial bubble nucleation frequency. An 8% increase in Ja leads to a doubling of the bubble frequency in the reported experiments. The trends are similar to the results for a lower starting frequency, see Fig. 8 . However, the relative increase and decrease of the bubble nucleation frequency is smaller. A special note has to be made for S ¼ 2 mm, where BG2 initiated bubble nucleation from two separate nucleation sites, each of which is indicated by a filled marker. Table 2 shows the relative increase in the bubble detachment diameter, D b . Note that the increase is smaller compared to the lower initial nucleation frequency reported in Table 1 . It should also be noted that the increase for S ¼ 2 mm is quite low, but this is caused by an early nucleation initiation at BG2 (i.e. a low P BG2;nuc ). 
Influence of flow rate
As mentioned in the measurement strategy Section 2.4, the location of the active nucleation site on BG1 was different in the experiments performed at the higher flow rate (0.85 m/s), as can be seen in Fig. 12 .
The location is near the left edge of the heater area and bubbles originating from this location will, for almost half the bubble width, grow over the left edge of the heater. This means that the bubble will partially grow into a colder region of liquid. The difference in nucleation site is therefore part of the reason why bubbles originating from this location are smaller at detachment compared to bubbles formed at v bulk ¼ 0:45 m=s. For this reason, it is not unreasonable to think that, relatively, the trends in bubble frequency and bubble diameter would have been even more pronounced when the bubble nucleation location would still have been in the center of the bubble generator. Additionally, because the bulk flow velocity is higher, the bubble leaves the heater area faster (see [21] ), and with a smaller bubble detachment size. The effect of nucleation site location would therefore be enhanced at lower bulk flow velocities, since bubbles grow larger and lean over the edge more.
The experiments for v bulk ¼ 0:85 m=s have been performed at inter-site distances of 2, 6 and 10 mm. The resulting frequency histories can be seen in Fig. 13 . The observed trends are similar to the ones reported for lower flow rates (Fig. 8) . Contrary to the lower flow rate is that even at a distance of 10 mm a significant increase in bubble frequency can be observed. Furthermore, the relative increase and decrease in bubble frequency at a distance of 2 mm is more severe, even leading to near complete deactivation of the nucleation site at BG1.
The relative mean bubble departure diameter for each inter-site distance at v bulk ¼ 0:85 m=s are denoted in Table 3 . The increase is comparable to but slightly lower than the ones reported for v bulk ¼ 0:45 m=s in Table 1 .
Analysis
All reported experiments in the results Section 3 show the same two trends with increasing P BG2 : (1) An increase in nucleation frequency and detachment diameter at BG1 before upstream bubble Fig. 10 . Evolution of bubble diameter from BG1 with increasing power to BG2, corresponding to the measurements in Fig. 8 , the line for S ¼ 2 mm has been raised by 0.1 mm for clarity. generator BG2 starts creating its own bubbles; (2) A decrease in nucleation frequency after BG2 initiates significant nucleation. First, these two general trends are discussed, after which the influence of inter-site distance, S, initial nucleation frequency at BG1, f BG1 and liquid bulk flow rate, v bulk , are analyzed.
Trend 1: increase in f BG1 and D b
The increase in bubble frequency at the downstream bubble generator, BG1, with increasing P BG2 until bubble nucleation commences at BG2 (Fig. 7) is explained by the increasing convective heat added to the liquid flow by BG2. Visualization of the heat originating from the bubble generators by a side-view camera is possible due to temperature gradients near the bubble generator surface, causing changes in refractive index. Based on these recordings, a schematic representation of this situation is drawn in Fig. 14 .
The differences between the unheated and heated side views on the RHS of Fig. 14 give a demarcation line which borders the volume in which refractive indices have changed. This demarcation line is considered to be the edge of the experimental boundary layer. It will now be attempted to interpret the experimental boundary layer as a thermal boundary layer in two independent ways. First, the spatial development of the boundary layer thickness will be compared with those of theoretically predicted boundary layers. Next, the convective heat transfer coefficient will be determined, from the imposed heat flux to the bubble generator and from measured wall and bulk temperatures, and compared with the theoretical mean heat transfer coefficient. To start with, theoretical boundary layer development is computed as if the axial pressure gradient in the bulk is negligible. This assumption is fair since the ratio of boundary layer thickness to channel width does not exceed 0.003 and since the axial width of the boundary layer is 1 mm, pressure varies by 0.1 ‰ only. Furthermore, the thermal boundary layer is observed to become turbulent slightly downstream of the bubble generator. Boundary layer development at the bubble generator is therefore considered to be laminar. The well-known Blasius solution, see for example [22, Chap.7, p. 140] , for the development of a hydrodynamic boundary layer ðd H Þ for parallel flow past a flat plate at zero incidence, given by 
in which k l is the thermal conductivity of the liquid, Re is the local Reynolds number along the length of the bubble generator and Pr is the Prandtl number for the bulk liquid (1.75 for water at 100°C). This yields a convective heat transfer coefficient of about 19200 W=ðm 2 KÞ. Apparently, the finite size of the 1 by 1 mm 2 bubble generator allows for refreshing of fluid from the sides of the bubble generator. Boundary layer development in the direction of the flow varies in depth, i.e. into Fig. 15 . However, the above analysis makes clear that actual thermal boundary layer development Table 3 Relative increase in D b as observed during experiments at v bulk ¼ 0:85 m=s, the standard error of the mean is AE2% at most (95% confidence bounds). can well be predicted by Blasius type of equations, which will facilitate generalization of the findings to other flow conditions. As a consequence of the increased convective heat, the thickness of the thermal boundary layer at BG1, d T1 , and the average temperature in the volume adjacent to BG1 in the boundary layer, DT, increase with increasing P BG2 . The heat convection from the upstream bubble generator promotes nucleation at the downstream site, BG1.
When increasing the inter-site distance the added convection keeps showing a significant contribution to the promotion of bubble nucleation, but the largest effect can be seen for distances of 2 and 4 mm, see Fig. 8 . At larger distances, the added heat is partially mixed into the bulk liquid flow and its contribution rapidly decreases.
The increase in bubble frequency at BG1 relatively diminishes when the initial bubble nucleation frequency at BG1 increases, as can be concluded when comparing Figs. 8 and 11 . The added convective heat from BG2 is partly consumed and diverted away by nucleating bubbles from BG1, which consequently decreases the extra energy available in the boundary layer connected to DT. Obviously, this effect is more pronounced at higher bubble frequencies at BG1.
For the higher flow rate, the relative increase in bubble nucleation frequency is higher for all reported inter-site distances, as can be seen from Figs. 8 and 13. This is as expected, since heat generated at BG2 reaches BG1 faster and has less time to diffuse into the bulk liquid. It can also be concluded that the second trend, which inhibits bubble nucleation at BG1, is so strong that for the smallest inter-site distance, S ¼ 2 mm, that it nearly deactivates bubble generation at BG1. Even for larger inter-site distances, a significant decrease in bubble frequency is still observed, but bubbles from BG2 passed by BG1 at a too large distance to make a difference as compared to v bulk ¼ 0:45 m=s.
The relative increase in bubble frequency is summarized in Table 4 for each observed case described in the results Section 3. Only values for inter-site distances S = 2, 4 and 6 mm are compared, since the measurement at the higher flow rate was only done for these inter-site distances. From these figures, it is clear that the largest increase can be expected for high flow rates and low starting bubble frequencies (i.e. at the onset of nucleate boiling (ONB)).
The increase in D b , as shown in Figs. 9 and 10, is also explained by added convective heat. The thickness and mean temperature of the thermal boundary layer at BG1 increase, which allows the bubbles nucleating at BG1 to grow larger before detachment. The bubble detachment diameter seems to decrease after onset of significant nucleation from BG2, but since the bubble shapes at BG1 are hydrodynamically affected by bubbles from BG2, no conclusions can be drawn in this regard.
With increasing inter-site distance, the same trend is observed in D b as for f BG1 , see Fig. 10 and Table 1 , i.e. the relative increase in bubble diameter decreases. The influence of added convection originating from BG2 diminishes with increasing S. For v bulk ¼ 0:45 m=s, the added convection has almost no influence on the larger distances of 8 and 10 mm anymore, since most of the heat is diffused away into the bulk flow.
The relative increase in detachment diameter for the higher initial nucleation frequency measurement (see Fig. 11 and Table 2 ) and the higher velocity measurement (see Fig. 13 and Table 3 ) have the same trend with a similar relative increase as the measurement at lower initial nucleation frequency and bulk liquid velocity. Bubbles at the higher flow rate did not receive the full added convective heat since they partially grew over the heater edge, see the results Section 3. No quantitative conclusions can therefore be drawn when comparing bubble diameters at different flow rates.
Trend 2: decrease in f BG1
When BG2 starts creating vapor bubbles of its own, the bubble frequency of BG1 starts decreasing. The explanation for this is has three combined reasons:
The added convective heat that BG1 was receiving from BG2 is suddenly lower because the vapor bubbles in BG2 are consuming this heat for their own growth. When a vapor bubble originating from the upstream bubble generator moves towards and passes by BG1, it scavenges away the heat in the thermal boundary layer of BG1 for additional evaporation which leads to an increase in size of this bubble. As a result, the mean temperature of the boundary layer at BG1 is lowered. For this effect to be significant, the bubble must travel close to the thermal boundary layer (d T is roughly 0.1 mm in the reported experiments, see Fig. 15 ). An example is shown in Fig. 16 . This effect inhibits the nucleation of new bubbles at BG1. When a bubble passes by BG1, its low pressure wake will enhance mixing and will direct hot liquid away from the surface. Convective heat transfer from BG1 is enhanced. This effect has been shown to be significant by Kenning and Kao [23] , who injected nitrogen bubbles into a single phase upward flow past a heated wall and found that the heat transfer coefficient from the wall to the liquid was enhanced by up to 50%.
The inhibitive effect of bubbles passing by BG1 is observed for every inter-site distance. Unlike the convective promotion, the inhibitive effect is present even for S ¼ 10 mm. This effect is expected to play a role at even larger distances than reported here, although it depends on the flow direction. In the reported experiments, the flow is vertically upward with respect to gravity. The lift force on isolated bubbles originating from upstream generator BG2 acts in the direction of the wall, as shown by Tomiyama et al. [24] to be valid for Eötvös number, Eo, < 4, corresponding to D bub < 5 mm. Therefore, the lift force is the driving action that explains why bubbles are observed to move towards the wall as they flow upward. This, in turn, means that the vapor bubbles travel at close proximity past other nucleation sites downstream, inhibiting bubble nucleation there. In a downward flow configuration, this inhibitive effect is expected to play a smaller role, since bubbles will be forced toward the center of the bulk flow. However, even though an upward flow configuration may lead to less active nucleation sites, the bubbles become larger in upflow than in downflow as they travel more closely to the heated wall. This effect was also observed by Thorncroft & Klausner [25] , who concluded that vapor bubbles in upflow boiling grow larger as compared to downflow boiling because bubbles travel close to the heated wall. They also observed a lower number of active nucleation sites in upflow boiling, which suggests that inhibition of nucleation sites was more prominent in upflow. At the same time they concluded that the heat transfer per active site was significantly larger in upflow, because bubbles would grow larger while traveling close to the heated wall. Therefore, it should not be concluded that downflow boiling leads to enhancement of heat transfer in comparison to upflow boiling, even though downflow boiling is expected to have more nucleation sites when applying the same fluid flow rate and heat flux.
When the initial bubble nucleation frequency of BG1 is higher, the relative decrease in bubble frequency under influence of bubbles originating from BG2 is lower. Bubbles and convective heat originating from BG2 are diverted away from the surface of BG1 and do not have the opportunity to remove heat by the mechanisms mentioned in the above list. Obviously, this effect will be larger for even higher bubble frequencies at BG1, which consequently causes both the promotive and inhibitive trends to be less prominent.
At the higher flow rate for an inter-site distance of S ¼ 2 mm, the nucleation site on BG1 was almost completely deactivated by bubbles originating from the upstream generator. The extend of inhibition of nucleation is dependent on the distance at which bubbles from BG2 travel past BG1. For this reason, the inhibition was much less significant at larger inter-site distances, but is still expected to play a role at virtually any inter-site distance, as long as the bubbles travel in close proximity to the downstream nucleation site.
From pool boiling experiments, short distance nucleation site interactions were already known to be the consequence of hydrodynamic interactions of neighboring bubbles and conduction in the substrate. This obviously affects the number of active nucleation sites. Short-distance interaction of this kind is expected to play a similar role in forced convective boiling. However, the present study has shown that hydrodynamic nucleation site interactions play a significant role at even larger distances in flow boiling. Hydrodynamic interaction is prolonged by the advection of bubbles to other nucleation sites.
In order to predict the site-to-site interaction at other site distances and for other liquid mass flow rates than examined in the above, the boundary layer development from the upstream site must be predicted, as well as trajectories of bubbles originating from this and other upstream sites. When entering the thermal boundary layer next to another nucleation site, bubbles will extract heat from this layer and site-to-site interaction occurs. The boundary layer development close to the upstream bubble generator has been found to be well predictable by Blasius type of equations, but more downstream and in other flow configurations other boundary layer development must be anticipated.
Conclusions
Depending on mass flow rate, flow direction and heat fluxes to both bubble generators, two nucleation sites have been shown to interact even at the largest observed distance of 10 mm. However, interactions are believed to play a role at any distance, as long as already produced vapor bubbles travel in close proximity to other nucleation sites. The results have shown the following two major trends.
The first trend is an increase in bubble nucleation frequency, f BG1 , and bubble detachment diameter, D b , at a downstream bubble generator (BG1) caused by additional convection (not caused by bubbles) from an upstream bubble generator, BG2, as schematized in Fig. 14 . The influence of additional convection on bubble frequency and diameter diminishes with increasing inter-site distance, S, and initial bubble nucleation frequency at BG1. The influence of added convective heat is shown to be enhanced by increasing the liquid bulk flow rate.
The second trend is seen when upstream bubble generator, BG2, initiates its own bubble nucleation. Vapor bubbles that nucleate at BG2 and pass by BG1 in close proximity have an inhibitive effect on bubble nucleation at BG1, because they remove part of the heat in the thermal boundary layer at BG1. It is concluded that inhibition of bubble nucleation should occur at any nucleation site which is approximated by vapor bubbles originating from upstream sites and is therefore not particularly dependent of inter-site distance S. Additionally, the effect of this inhibitive trend diminishes with increasing f bub at the downstream nucleation site BG1.
With respect to horizontal nucleation site interactions in upward flow boiling, as briefly discussed in Section 2.2, the only conclusion that can be drawn is that there are no horizontal nucleation site interactions for S=D b P 1:33. No smaller S=D b in horizontal nucleation site distances have been studied. However, it is to be expected that when S=D b < 1 bubbles will influence each other hydrodynamically and may coalesce.
Because of the significance of the effect of hydrodynamic interaction on the number of active nucleation sites and bubble size at detachment, mechanistic modeling of nucleate flow boiling is expected to benefit from the above findings.
